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SPRING AND DOOR OPEN POSITION

PULSE DISK

A pulse disk fitted to the drive shaft is used to detennine the door closed position. This
is achieved by the pulse counter calculating a series of holes around the circumference
of the disk, one of which is open. When the perimeter sensor locates the edge of the
notch the door operator stops the door.

PULSE COUNTER

The counter has three sensors. Two count the pulses and the disk direction, the other
senses the perimeter of the disk.

PULSE COUNTER

SPRING

r

SPRING

When the power is switched on at the first time. the setting of the spring tension is made.

The spring tension detennines the torque on the shaft I.e. which is the force what keeps
the door closed. The torque needed depends on the weight and width of the door.
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DISPLAY

CONTROL UNIT ADJUSTMENTS AND SELECTIONS

Control unit:

When the mains supply is connected, the control unit immediately adopts the status
determined by the program selector and the opening pulses. Only the green OK LED
is lit. Press one of the three buttons and the display will show the status of the door
operator.

")

Display functions and program push
buttons:

The display comprises of two digital
displays, three LED's and three push
buttons.
The left display section shows the status
of the program selector. When a
programme button is pressed, the digital
display lights up, indicating the status of
the program selector e.g. 0 = MANUAL,
1= AUTO or 2=OPEN.
The right-hand display section indicates
the status of opening pulses, the safety
sensor and the locking circuit.

Program selector
status

Error
Adjustment
OK

s

pulse display

safety sensor

locking circuit

impulse outside

impulse inside

signal dot

impulse outside
inhibit

SIGNAL LED'S

Adjust- ~ [88
ment 0

o 0

a) The green OK LED is lit when the mains supply
is connected to the door operator. The
normal operating status.

b) The yellow LED is not normally lit. The adjustment
LED is on when control point has been
selected using the selection + button.

c) The red Error LED when lit indicates an error
condition has occurred.
E1 = safety sensor fault; check the sensor connections
E3 " button error; check the sequencing Oumpers and
connections)

E8 " Eprom error; replace the control unit
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DISPLAY

~818
~8I8J
~8l8J
~8J8J
~8EJ
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Safety sensor active.
- Door stops opening and continues after the obstade has removed.
- If safety sensor is OK, check the 1000 ohm resistor
in connectors 4 and 5.

Locking circuit active Le. the bolt in the lock case is out.
• The operator won't open the door until the bolt is in.
-Ifthere'is no lock check the jumper in connector 10 and 11.

Impulse outside active.
- Operator opens the door and close it after preset delay.
o If no impulse is given, check connections in connectors 8
and 9.

Impulse inside active.
- Operator opens the door and close it after preset delay.
o If no impulse is given, check connections in connectors 6
and 7

Impulse outside inhibit active
- Impulse outside does not open door.
- If no connection made, check connectors 2 and 3.
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BUTTONS

Buttons:

a) 5 button

This button is used to call control points 0...28 onto
the display. With the light on the digital
display, press the S button for at least
3 seconds enabling yellow Adjustment LED to light.
Digit 1 with a signal dot appears on the right.hand side
digital display to indicating the first control point.
Control points 0...28 can now be addressed by pressing
the S button. Should you wish to reverse the control
point, press the - button.

b) - button

This button is used to select a lower control point
number from 0...28, or to decrease the value in the
control point.

c) A button

When the desired control point has been selected with
the 5 button, pressing the A button validates the control
value and flashes on the display.

The Adjustment LED will also flash, except for a sealed
control point. The signal dot disappears from the right-
hand side display.

NOTE! The control setting of sealed control points can
only be changed after first pressing the A button for at
least 5 seconds following which the Adjustment LED
will flash.

The control selling can be increased one step at a time
by pressing the A button, and decreased by the • button.
When the desired control selling is shown on the display,
press the S button. This will store the control setting in
memory and the digit indicating the number of the next
control point appears on the display. The Adjustment
LED will remain lit up but will cease flashing.
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SPRING AND DOOR OPEN POSITION

SPRING TENSION AND DOOR OPEN POSITION

1. Make sure that program switch is on position MANUAL and power is OFF.

2. Check that the opening in the pulse disk is inside the pulse counter.
- DO NOT MOUNT THE ARM YET.

3. Switch the power ON.

4. The RED LED flashes at the end of the operator two times per second.
if the tension of the spring is not set.

5. Turn the program selector away form MANUAL position and back in three seconds.

6. Now the operator tensions the spring. After it (takes about. 20s) operator waits the
door closer class setting.

7. DOOR CLOSER CLASS SETTING:
Press button S until control point 0 lights up.
Press A to enter a control value. When value is on display it can be changed
with A and. buttons. Class (1-5) is changed on display without confirmation.
Classes are explained on page 3.

- DO NOT PRESS 5 SUnON.
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SPRING AND DOOR OPEN POSITION

8. The RED LED flashes 4 times per second, when tension is near the selected
class.
- When the door closer shaft stops rotating (takes about .80s) mount the ann
(Door must be in dosed position).

9. Then press S -button.
- The RED LED lights up. The operator is ready to set the door closed position.

10. Set the door closed position by rotating the pulse disk to door closing direction.
When the RED LED turns off, the door closed position is set.

k "

ecc?J
11. Turn power OFF and check how the door closes without motor. If the spring does

not close the door properly, the tension must be set again. (Control Point 14:
Factory reset).
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CONTROL POINTS

Control points are presented in numericalorder 0...28. Studyall the control pointsto
ensure the optimum possible operationof the door.Adjust the functionsensuringthe
safety clutch does not slip.

Control Control
point value Description

Factory
selting

0 3 ...60 Opening direction: Starting point of final speed 40

1 3 ...60 Door open position 48

2 0 ...60 Closing direction: Starting point of final speed 10

3 1...10 Operator's force (Sealed) 6

4 0 ...15 Delay time for inside impulse 5

5 1...10 Opening speed 4

6 1...5 Opening direction: Final speed (Sealed) 3

7 0 ...60 Outside impulse: Hold open time 8

8 1...10 Operator sensitivity (Sealed) 7

9 1...5 Closing speed 5

10 1...3 Closing direction: Final speed 3

11 0 ...10 Lock-up force (Sealed) 0

12 1...8 Safety feature sensitivity (Sealed) 5

13 1 or 0 Power-assisted manual opening 0

14 0 ...3 Selectionof arm (and restoringfactorysettings)(Sealed) 1

15 0 Not in use 0

16 0 ...60 Power-assisted manual opening: hold open time 8

17 0 ...60 Inside impulse: Hold open time 8

18 10rO Operation of lock control relay 0

19 10rO Closing direction: Safety feature 0

20 0 Not in use 0

21 0...10 Pressure closed before opening 0

22 1...10 Lock control relay hold time 2

23 0 ...3 Sequencing (Sealed) 0

24 1 or 0 Master (Sealed) 0

25 1 or 0 Function of impulse 0

26 Counter

27 0 ...60 Operating zone for safety sensor 45

28 2or3 Program version
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OPERATOR'S FORCE

CONTROL POINTS

Opening direction: Starting point of final spee
The opening angle, where the operator changes from
initial speed to final speed. (1 digit = approx. 2°)
Ensure adequate angle for final speed!

Door open position
Max. open angle 100°. Ensure adequate angle for final
speed! (1 digit = approx. 2°)

Closing direction: Starting point of final speed
The closing angle where the operator changes from initial
speed to final speed. Ensure adequate angle for final
speed! (1 digit = approx. 2°)

BJ otro Operator's force (Sealed)
The operator's force requires adjustment to suit door
weight. Use lowest possible value to ensure the smooth

1...10 function of safety feature. 1 = lowest force.

~

Operator sensitivity (Sealed)

[8J The acceleration of the door affects to smoothness of the
operator or how sharp the door reacts to e.g. wind
pressure. Value 10 = fast acceleration, Value 0 = slow

1...10 acceleration.

D8 it Safety feature sensitivity (Sealed)
The safety feature stops the door movement for 3 seconds
if an obstacle is detected in the door movement range.
If the door is about to open, the operator will attempt to

1...8 open it (at intervals of 3 seconds) until the open time has
expired. If the door is about to close, the door operator
will attemw to close it five times at intervals of 3 seconds
and then Ive times at intervals of 15 seconds. If the
obstacle Is still present, the operator will attempt to close
the door at Intervals of 60 seconds. Value 8 corresponds
to minimum sensitivity.
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CONTROL POINTS

DOOR SPEEDS

[S] _ti Opening speed
Adjust the opening speed so that the safety feature is not
activated. 1 = lowest speed.

1...10

Opening direction: Final speed (Sealed)

~ ~

Adjust the final speed in order so that the door stops at
the open position 1 = lowest speed.-1...5

..$:I. Closing speed

[9] Adjust the closing speed so that the safety feature is not
activated. 1 = lowest speed.

1...5

. Closing direction: Final speed

[][O] "',,/ Adjust the final speed so that the door stop smoothly in- - its closed position. 1 = lowest speed.
1...3

HOLD OPEN TIMES

<9
Delav time for inside impulse

[g] Delay = 0 ..15 seconds. When the ~erator receives the- • opening impulse, the lock is release immediately but the
door is delayed in opening to accommodate for the locks

0...15 release.

.<9L
Outside impulse: Hold open time

[] Hold-open time for outside impulse. Time starts when the
door is in open position. The outside impulse can be
inhibited; look page 28. 0 - 60 seconds.

0...60

[][5] .<9L Power-assisted manual opening: hold open time

Hold open time for power-assisted manual
opening. Also in MANUAL-mode, also for fire

0...60 door use. 0 - 60 seconds.

D[] .<9L Inside impulse: Hold open time
Hold 0Jen time for inside impulse. 0 - 60
secon s.

0...60
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DOOR FORCES

CONTROL POINTS

D[]
0...10

8[]
0... 10

,- .
-, -

Lock-up force (Sealed)
The operator keeps the door closed at preset force for
1 second following which this reduced to half of the preset
value. Value 0 ~ no lock-up force, 10 highest.

Pressure closed before opening
The operator drives the door against the closed position
for a preset value of 1 second. Value 0 ~ no force, 10
highest.

SEQUENCING

8GJ

0...3

MASTER

1 or 0

lOCK CONTROL

Sequencing (Sealed)
1 = Opening and dosing sequencing for pair of rebated doors

The master door opens first and then the slave.
The slave door closes first and then master door.
All impulses are connected to the master.

2 = Sequential opening (stepwise opening)
Used in two doors following each other. The first door opens
from impulse and commands the second door to open.
The opening delay of the second door is adjusted In control
point 4. Note! The inside impulse connection is not operational.

3 = Inte~ock controlled doors
Used in two door following each other. The first door opens
from impulse and the second door opens from impulse after
the first door is fully dosed.
The bolt Information is needed In connectors 10 and 11.

Master (Sealed)
Master operator for double doors
o ~ No operation/slave operator
1 = Master operator

1 or 0

1...10

~

<9~

Operation of lock control relay

O~ no operation for lock relay in MANUAL-mode
1~ lock control relay activates when receiving an impulse

in MANUAL-mode

lock control relay hold time
Fire doors - adjust the lock control relay hold time to a
minimum.
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CONTROL POINTS

SAFETY FEATURE

Closing direction: Safety feature
Selection of safety feature operation in closing direction
0= the door stops
1= the door stops and reopens.

o or 1
Operating zone for safety sensor
The fixed obstacles in safety sensor zone can be
excluded by adjusting the area smaller than the
door open position.

0...60

MISCELLANEOUS

-~Power-assisted manual opening

DB Power-assisted manual opening will function when the
door operator is set to automatic mode.
1 = on, 0 = off.

o or 1

[][9J ~

Seledlon of arm (and restoring fadory settings) (Sealed)

o = Operator on 0fcening side f,fixed value).
1 = Operator on c osing side ( Ixed value).
2 = Restore factory settings + reset door closed position
3 = Sprin!) tension + value 2

0...3 Note! setting takes effect after power reset.

l Function of Impulse

B[5] 0= Normal- 1 = The first impulse opens the door,
second closes the door

The operator holds the door open until hold open time
expires or there is a closing impulse. Note! If hold open
time is set to 60 seconds, the operator remains open

o or 1 until the second impulse is activated.

Counter

B[5] 1SUiJ8I5l The counter indicates number of openings.
0- 9 999 999.

Program version

B8 VERSION Displays the program version ..
2 = DM01 Europe
3 = DMOlUL (North America)

0...3
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INTERNAL CONNECTIONS

123456789

o

950640 Fire adapter

blue

Mains
s 'leh

•••
blacJc

bl""

Ground

AUTO
MANUAL
OPEN

TBOOmA

Pulse counter

l,~
27 , •••
26 black
250 bIad<

240 whI'.
23 •••
22 ""'do
21 , •••

200
19

@'__ .._..._...._::.1

-.- ..----"@l

~J

&5elecllhe
, rtght supply

voltage with
• the brown wire
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EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS

Sequencing (pages 25-26)

Safely sensor (page 27)

Impulse Inslde (page 28)

Impulse outside (page 28)

Locking circuit (page 29)

NO
Lock control relay C

NC
GND

+ 12VDC
GND

+ 24 vec

@

i
I
l_ .....•..

5equendng
jumpers

~

.
••..

led-unit

X4

~
Note!

Max. output 12 V DCI 0.5 A or 24 V DC I 0.8 A

Lock control relay
Contacts ratings: Max power 0,8A130V resistive.

O,3A130Vinductive

The total resistance of the control switch and its wiring must not exceed 100 ohm,
when the switch is closed.
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POWER
ALARM

NO C

FIRE ADAPTER

SMOKE DETECTOR
(N.CJN.O. relay)
NO C

Take jumper away if
smoke detectors are used.

a

950640 Fire adapter

AUTO
MANUAL
OPEN

The jumper is ON The jumper Is OFF

red
black

JUMPERS:
Fire detector input:
If the jumper is on.
the adapter requires N.O
output from the fire detector
(otherwise N.C)

The spring direction:
ON= dosing side operator
OFF = opening side operator
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